Process of Obtaining Institutional Cost Share Support

The process for obtaining institutional cost share support, used for investigators requesting institutional resources, is outlined below. If an investigator is seeking an institutional letter of support with no measurable commitment of resources, please see the cost sharing page on the Sponsored Research website to download a template letter of support.

The process of obtaining institutional cost share support is comprised of four steps:

1. Notification to the Sponsored Research (SR) Cost Share Officer by PI
2. Development of cost share budget and justification
3. Negotiation and formal request of cost sharing commitments
4. Generation of official cost share letter of support

The SR Cost Share Officer facilitates the process for cost sharing requests but does not allocate funds from departments, schools, or the Office for Research. The Office for Research does not allocate space.

Questions?
Contact the Sponsored Research Cost Share Officer

1. Notification to the SR Cost Share Officer by PI (at least three weeks in advance of application deadline)

The PI or a designated contact person (e.g. a unit research administrator) must notify the Cost Share Officer that cost sharing will be requested at least three weeks in advance of the application deadline. The PI or designate should include the relevant sponsor solicitation or solicitation number. The Cost Share Officer will then communicate with the PI and designate to discuss the upcoming request, clarify key elements, and determine if a meeting is necessary. The Cost Share Officer also advises the appropriate SR Grants Officer of the upcoming proposal.

2. Development of Cost Share Budget and Justification

The Cost Share Officer will work with the PI and designate to discuss solicitation requirements and guidelines for cost sharing, and offer guidance as the sponsor budget is developed. At this time, the following steps will occur:

1. The Cost Share Officer will communicate with the PI and designate to discuss the sponsor budget, and PIs and schools involved in the proposal. The Cost Share Officer will also explain different models of cost sharing distributions, expectations of involved schools, and in-kind cost sharing.
2. PI (or Co-Is at the PI’s discretion) will contact Research Deans to advise them that the cost share request is forthcoming, and to discuss the scientific benefit to their individual school.
3. Cost Share Officer communicates with Research Deans, if necessary, to advise them of any unusual circumstances associated with the upcoming request.
4. Sponsor budget is developed, with the PI considering what will be charged to the sponsor budget and what will be requested for cost sharing.

The cost share budget will be developed alongside the sponsor budget; however, the total dollar value of sponsor budget must be finalized before the cost share budget can be completed. The designate (working with the PI) should develop portions of a cost sharing budget proposal using an OSR-EZ spreadsheet, which can be found on the SR cost share page. The highlighted portions of the following sections should be completed by the department at this time:

1. Cover Page
2. Cost Share Budget Detail
3. Investigator List
4. Sponsor & Cost Share Budget Information

The designate should also send the Cost Share Officer the sponsor budget, which should include a breakdown of the total academic and summer salary being charged for all faculty who are listed as Senior Personnel on the proposal.

If it is the PI or designate’s first time completing the form, the Cost Share Officer is available to offer additional guidance and can provide training as needed.
The Cost Share Officer reviews the completed elements of the OSR-EZ, advising the department if any changes are necessary. The Cost Share Officer then handles the remaining sections of the OSR-EZ:

1. Investigator List - Appointment Breakdown
2. Academic Salary Recovery
3. Cost-Share Distribution (Cash and In-Kind)

Once this is finalized, the Cost Share Officer will send a copy of the final document to the PI and designate, explaining any calculations and confirming PI approval before moving forward with the formal cost share request. At this time, the Cost Share Officer may request additional information to include when making request to Chairs and/or Research Deans.

3. Negotiation and Formal Request of Cost Sharing Commitments (at least two weeks in advance of application deadline)

The Cost Share Officer makes a formal request on behalf of PI to Chairs and/or Research Deans depending on the school’s model for cost share requests. Please note that the way in which graduate student fellowship requests are handled vary from school to school. If the school requires individual departmental commitments be gathered, these commitments must be obtained by the Cost Share Officer before matching commitment request is sent to the Research Dean. Chairs and Research Deans will review these requests and direct any administrative questions to the Cost Share Officer. Requests for further justification or technical information should be directed to the PI.

After reviewing the request, the Chairs and Research Deans will (if approving) provide written approval committing to their portion of the cost share request. It is at the discretion of the Research Deans to commit on behalf of their school and departments at the proposal stage. The Research Dean’s approval of the cost share is sufficient to commit school and departmental funds; no departmental approval is required by the Office for Research at the proposal stage.

Once all school commitments have been collected, the Cost Share Officer will compile all relevant documentation and perform a final administrative review. The Office for Research will make a decision regarding the commitment of Office for Research funds for cost sharing after the Research Deans express their commitments.

4. Generation of Official Cost Share Letter of Support (at least one week in advance of application deadline)

A Letter of Institutional Commitment template is available on the SR cost share page. Please note that all cost sharing commitments must be final to be included in a draft letter of institutional commitment.

The PI or designate should use the VPR Signature Request Form to submit the draft letter of support to the Vice President for Research for review and endorsement. The request form includes instructions about what information and documentation to submit along with the draft letter. Note: The Office for Research cannot guarantee a letter of support unless a complete cost share request is received at least one week before the sponsor deadline.

The final letter of support will receive an electronic signature. An e-copy of the endorsed letter will be sent to all those listed in the Contact Person(s) and Contact Email Addresses fields on the form – please make sure this information is correct and complete. If a physical / hard copy of the letter is required, this is a special request that should be made in the "Additional Instructions" section in the VPR Signature Request Form.